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From the Desk of Editor-in-Chief 
   

 

Solemn greetings from all of us @ The Editorial Team to our readers. 

we mournfully salute our jawans who fell to the dastardly act of 

terrorists in mid-February. Our hearts go out to the surviving families, 

and stand by them in support and in their grief.  

 

With the conclusion of the 16th Lok Sabha, India is preparing for the 

General Elections to be held soon. At this juncture, PreSense has 

chosen to examine the performance of the recently concluded session 

and compare it with the performance of the preceding Lok Sabha 

sessions, viz the 14th and 15th, and bring out the salient features in 

comparison. The analysis is supported by tabulated statistics from official sources. Please 

mull over them and conclude for yourself about the findings. This matters as every vote 

conscientiously cast and not cast, matters for the country. 

 

In this issue, we are also introducing a new method known as ‘PreSense Lok Sabha Index’ 

to evaluate the performance of Lok Sabha.  The parameters are based on the Parliament 

rules, procedures, past average and capacity.   

 

Many of us from the early sixties through to the eighties grew up to the signature tune of 

Doordarshan, and to its TV serials, which had also launched superstars like Shahrukh Khan. 

Doordarshan completes 60 years this year. We take this opportunity to reminisce about the 

journey that Doordarshan took over the decades and how it still holds a special place both 

in the hearts and regard of the Indian people.  

 

Fake news, which includes morphed images and tampered videos is the nuisance of the 

social media today. TikTok, harmless as it sounds, is an app that enables ‘overwriting’ and 

superimposing videos to produce fake videos for circulation, with the threat of making fun 

or maligning the character of the subject of the video, or distorting the facts. Know more 

about it. 

 

Princetoon marks its presence as usual, with its characteristic satire. 

 

I hope you will enjoy this edition. Please share your feedback with us at 

editor@corpezine.com.  Your feedback is important to us. 
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Editorial 
 

The Pulwama Attack – Enough is Enough 

 

February 14 was a grieving day for India when 40 of our CRPF jawans fell to the fatal attack 

of terrorists in the district of Pulwama in our northernmost state of Kashmir. Even though 

such insurgency has been a constant threat and occurrence since the Indian sub-continent 

split into India and Pakistan, the magnitude of the tragedy has left the entire country of 

citizens shell-shocked and shaken. Besides, the country was aghast to learn that this time, 

one of our own people – an Indian Kashmiri youth was the suicide bomber who killed our 

jawans. ‘Cowardliness’ and ‘cruelty’ seem inadequate to describe the horrendous action.   

 

The issue of Kashmir has been the sore point of contention for the past over 70 years.  

 

i) Right from 1947, the region has been in dispute even though the then ruling 

Maharaja of Kashmir had ceded the state to India under an Agreement, in lieu of India’s 

military assistance to combat invaders, who crossed over from Pakistan. Pakistan however, 

has neither acknowledged nor recognised this Agreement. Therefore, Kashmir for them, is a 

stake to be claimed by them on the basis of its prominent religion. 

 

ii) Kashmir is currently governed by Articles 35A and 370 of the Indian Constitution, a 

provision intended as a temporary measure before absorbing the state wholly as part of 

India. This special provision has had emotional repercussions as the local Kashmiri residents 

continue to live in a state of mistaken identity and do not see themselves as belonging to 

India.  
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Militants who have vested interests in taking over Kashmir as well as disrupting the peace 

and unity of India, capitalise on this dispute and divided loyalties of the locals. They 

continue to bombard the place especially the bases of the military forces who protect the 

borders.  These militant outfits also incite false emotional beliefs among the locals, 

especially the gullible youth. It is no secret which country in the neighbourhood has been 

backing and protecting these malicious intentions and militants in their missions. 

 

So far, there has been a ‘blow hot, blow cold’ approach between the two countries. The 

selfish and short-termed political ambitions of our local leaders help little in any attempt to 

end the volatile state of affairs at the northern borders and state.  Any pursuit to resolve 

through diplomacy and patience is only emboldening the enemy quarters to challenge our 

country and our armed forces in cowardly acts of violence.  It is also taking away more and 

more lives of our jawans, and disrupting the sovereign peace and stability in our country.  

India as a country, has to take a strong, firm and uncompromising policy stand on the issue 

of cross-border terrorism and its patronage by our unfriendly neighbourhood country. There 

should be no compromise or softening of stand or more talks and treaties to camouflage the 

actual intent. 

 

Another crucial step is to set our own backyard right, even while taking care of our borders. 

In the latest attack in Pulwama, the suicide bomber is a local youth from Kashmir. This 

brings to the forefront a bitter truth. The breed of terrorists has become indigenous. The 

hardcore leaders and mentors of the terrorist outfits from across the border, had so far 

been exporting the breed to India. Today, they have instituted secret outfits within the 

Indian state of Kashmir and groomed a new generation of terrorists from its local towns. 

Most of the youth in Kashmir today are unemployed, idle, misinformed and gullible to 

fanatic teachings based on false religious claims. The first step in correcting this situation is 

to bring the state of Kashmir under the sole governance of the Indian Constitution which is 

the legal and righteous step. In other words, Articles 35A and 370 of the Indian 

Constitution, have to be abolished immediately and Kashmir needs to be educated about 

where it belongs and where its patriotism should be. It may be remembered that Dr B R 

Ambedkar, the architect of Indian Constitution was against Article 370. 

 

Kashmir has been enjoying all the benefits and support extended by India, at par with the 

other Indian states and more, without any reciprocal obligation or responsibility by Kashmir. 

When the state was in dire floods recently, it was the Indian military force that rescued the 

hapless and homeless to safety. The state continues to enjoy annual development funds, 

but the citizens from other states cannot enjoy the privileges from Kashmir, that Kashmiris 

enjoy from the rest of India. This injustice and discrimination must go. 

 

The call of the hour is for politicians to rise above their individual differences and ambitions 

and unite to work on a permanent solution to this decades’ long unrest. Let us start from 

the first essential and crucial step – abolish Articles 35A and 370 and bring Kashmir into the 

whole, rightful and unconditional governance of the Indian Constitution. Step two – united, 

we must work against the terror that has established itself in the state of Kashmir and 

annihilate it, so that our jawans can concentrate at the borders to curb the infiltrators and 

enemies of the state. Step three would be annihilate the terrorists from just across the 

borders. Our efficient armed forces will take care of that, with a little help from our 

politicians and leaders by not interfering in the execution of their duties. It is good to find an 

encouraging start of this initiative as our Air Force IAF attacked and destroyed the terrorists’ 

camps that occupied hidden terrains across the borders.  

 

by Susan Koshy, Editor-in-Chief 
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Cover Story I 

16th Lok Sabha – At a Glance 

 
 

After completing the full term of five years, the 16th Lok Sabha concluded its final session on 

13th February 2019.  Although the media has carried a basic analysis of the performance of 

the 16th Lok Sabha the following morning, so far there has been no in-depth discussion 

about the performance of the Members.  As the nation prepares for the 17th General 

Elections, it is pertinent at this juncture to analyse the performance of the 16th Lok Sabha 

vis-à-vis the earlier one, which was elected in 2014.  PreSense attempts to bring out a quick 

review of the performance of the 16th Lok Sabha, in comparison to that of the 14th and 15th 

Lok Sabha. 

 

Duties of Parliamentarians 

 

 Enacting Laws 

 Passing the Financial Budget 

 Supervision of the Executive functions 

 Representation of the issues of Constituency, State and Nation. 

 

Tools Available in the Parliament 

 

 Debates (Zero Hour, Rule No 377, Short duration discussion under Rule 193, calling 

attention motion, half an hour discussion, Financial business, debates during 

legislative business, private members bills, etc) 

 Raising Questions 

 Participation in Standing Committees 

 

Uniqueness of 16th Lok Sabha 

 

The 16th Lok Sabha has recorded some unique aspects during its tenure. 

 

 Absolute majority by a single political party, after 1989; 

 Online filing of notices by Members; 

 Merger of Railway Budget with General Union Budget, after 91 years; 

 Advancement of Budget presentation to 1st February, from 28th February; 

 Passing of Budget proposals before the beginning of next financial year. 
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Productivity 

 

Lok Sabha Sittings 
Actual working 

hours 
Disruption Productivity 

14 332 1737 13% 87% 

15 357 1342 39% 63% 

16 331 1616 15% 85% 

Data source: PRS Legislative Research / Lok Sabha site 

 

 16th Lok Sabha has shown improved productivity, compared to 15th Lok Sabha.   

 

Members Participation 

 

Parameter 14 Lok Sabha 15 Lok Sabha 16 Lok Sabha 

Debates (D) 15324 18121 21196 

Debates – Average per member 31 38 44 

Private Members Bills (PMB) 309 372 1116 

PMB – Average per member  0.6 0.8 2.3 

Questions raised (QR) 89055 143635 142158 

Questions – Average per member 179 300 292 

Total Tally (D+PMB+QR) 104688 162126 164470 

Total tally – Average per member 210 339 338 

Average Attendance 70% 76% 80% 

Data source: PRS Legislative Research 

 

 There is a marked improvement in the participation by members in Debates, Private 

Members Bills and Attendance. 

 Debates include both initiated debates and associated debates in the 14th and 15th 

Lok Sabha. The 16th Lok Sabha has shown a substantial increase in Associated 

Debates (Initiated Debates 21196 and Associated Debates 11166). We have taken 

only Initiated Debates for our analysis in this article) 

 Ministers do not participate in debates, raise questions or introduce PMBs. They are 

excluded for calculating averages throughout this article. 

 

Legislation 

 

Standing Committee Lok Sabha 

 

14th 15th 16th 

Bills introduced (Other than Finance and Appropriation Bills) 245 228 190 

Bills referred to Standing Committee 147 157 39 

Bills referred to JPC 1 0 5 

Bills referred to RS Select Committee after passage by LS 0 4 8 

Total Bills referred to Committee 148 161 52 

Percentage of Bills referred 60% 71% 27% 

*Above Data does not include Finance and Appropriation Bills 

   Bills which were referred again during the subsequent Lok Sabha period have been included 

in the list for the same Lok Sabha period in which they were originally introduced and 

referred to avoid double counting. 
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14th 15th 16th 

Bills Introduced and Passed 

   Finance and Appropriation Bills Introduced 74 63 47 

Other Govt. Bills Introduced 245 228 190 

Total Bills Introduced 319 291 237 

Other Govt. Bills Passed 173 116 133 

Finance and Appropriation Bills Passed 74 63 47 

Total Bills Passed 247 179 180 

Total Bills Lapsed 39 68 46 

Data source: PRS Legislative Research 

 

 46 Bills got lapsed in 16th Lok Sabha as against 39 and 68 Bills in 14th and 15th Lok 

Sabha. 

 Fewer number of Bills (i.e. 27%) were referred to Standing Committees during the 

16th Lok Sabha as against 60 and 71 percent Bills respectively, referred in the 14th 

and 15th Lok Sabha. 

 

Departmentally Related Standing Committees (DRSC) – Lok Sabha – 16 DRSCs 

 

Lok Sabha No. of Sittings Bills referred Reports presented 

14   627 

15 1362 67 662 

16 1343 17 720 

Data source: Lok Sabha site 

 

 There are 24 Departmentally Related Standing Committees in the Parliament 

(DRSCs). (16 relate to Lok Sabha and 8 relate to Rajya Sabha).  Data for Rajya 

Sabha Committees is not available. 

 Three important functions of DRSCs: (1) Discuss and report on policies (2) Scrutinise 

the budgetary proposals and (3) Scrutinise bills referred to the committees. 

 During the 16th Lok Sabha, fewer number of bills were referred to DRSCs. 

 

Performance of Members – State-wise   

State 

14th Lok Sabha 15th Lok Sabha 16th Lok Sabha 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) 

Average 

per 

member 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) 

Avera

ge per 

memb

er 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) 

Avera

ge 

per 

mem

ber 

Maha 

rashtra 
45 14623 325 44 22222 505 48 28904 602 

Kerala 19 5029 265 17 7694 452 21 10231 481 

Tamil 

Nadu 
29 5826 201 38 14713 387 38 18168 478 

West 

Bengal 
39 7449 191 43 7905 184 46 4996 109 

National 498 104688 210 478 162128 339 486 164470 338 

Data source: PRS Legislative Research   

D-debates; PMB – Private Members Bills; QR – Questions raised 
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 Ministers excluded in the number of MPs. 

 For 16th Lok Sabha, Initiated Debates only taken into account.  Associated Debates 

excluded.   

 Maharashtra and Kerala have consistently maintained their position as toppers 

amongst the States. 

 Tamil Nadu has shown better participation in the 15th and 16th Lok Sabha as 

compared to the 14th Lok Sabha. 

 

Performance of Members – Party-wise 

 

Political 

Parties 

14th Lok Sabha 15th Lok Sabha 16th Lok Sabha 

No. 

of 

MPs 

 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) 

Averag

e per 

mem 

ber 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) 

Avera

ge 

per 

mem 

ber 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) 

Avera

ge 

per 

mem 

ber 

Shiv Sena 12 5328 444 11 7793 709 17 12476 734 

NCP 9 1696 188 7 2733 399 7 4271 610 

BJP 131 27637 211 119 42404 356 264 74916 284 

Congress 

(INC) 

126 25085 199 177 49616 280 50 15968 319 

CPI(M) 42 6554 156 16 4788 299 9 4333 481 

AIADMK - - - 9 4587 510 37 18106 489 

DMK 10 1471 147 18 4431 246 - - - 

CPI 10 3558 356 4 2004 501 1 451 451 

AITC 1 32 32 20 1348 67 38 3597 94 

National 498 104688 210 478 162128 339 486 164470 338 

Data source: PRS Legislative Research 

D-debates; PMB – Private Members Bills; QR – Questions raised 

 

 Ministers excluded in the number of MPs. 

 For 16th Lok Sabha, initiated debates only taken into account.  Associated debates 

excluded.   

 Shiv Sena has been the topper consistently. 

 CPI(M) has shown better performance under Debates. 

 

Performance of Members – Age-wise 

 

Age group 

14th Lok Sabha 15th Lok Sabha 16th Lok Sabha 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) in 

lakhs 

 

Average 

per 

member 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) in 

lakhs 

Avera

ge 

per 

mem 

ber 

No. 

of 

MPs 

Total 

(D+ 

PMB+ 

QR) in 

lakhs 

Averag

e per 

mem 

ber 

Less than 

45 

90 0.18 184 80 0.29 362 83 0.28 343 

46 to 60 219 0.51 232 232 0.74 320 217 0.74 343 

61 & above 183 0.36 197 209 0.59 282 243 0.62 254 

National 498 1.05 210 478 1.62 339 486 1.64 338 

Data source: PRS Legislative Research 

D-debates; PMB – Private Members Bills; QR – Questions raised 
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 Ministers excluded in the number of MPs. 

 For 16th Lok Sabha, Initiated Debates only taken into account.  Associated Debates 

excluded.   

 The younger members of less than 45 years of age have participated more in the 

15th and 16th Lok Sabha. 

 

(Ministers do not participate in the Debates, introduce Private Members Bills or raise 

Questions.  They have been excluded from the analysis for this article). 

 

Toppers  

Shri Anandrao Adsul (Shiv 

Sena) was the topper in the 

14th and 15th Lok Sabha.  He 

is a fifth time MP from 

Maharashtra.  He is also the 

Chairman of the Sansad 

Ratna Awards Jury 

Committee, instituted by 

PreSense.  He secured the 

9th position in the 16th Lok 

Sabha in spite of various 

responsibilities shouldered 

by him.  

  

Shri S K Kharventhan 

(Cong) and Shri S S 

Ramasubbu (Cong) who 

secured the second position in the 14th and 15th Lok Sabha, are from Tamil Nadu.   

 

In the 16th Lok Sabha, Smt. Supriya Sule (NCP), second-time MP secured the top position, 

and Shri Rajeev Shankarrao Satav (Cong), first-time MP, secured the second position.  Both 

are from Maharashtra.  PreSense congratulates all the toppers and performers of the 14th, 

15th and 16th Lok Sabha.  

 

16th Lok Sabha – Sum Up: 

 

 Various unique decisions implemented for the first time in the 16th Lok Sabha. 

 The 16th Lok Sabha showed increased productivity with fewer disruptions, when 

compared with 15th Lok Sabha’ 

 Participation by Members were good compared to the earlier Lok Sabha sessions; 

The younger MPs showed good performance in the 16th Lok Sabha.  

 Departmentally Related Standing Committees have presented more reports to the 

Parliament. 

 Fewer number of bills were referred to Standing Committees. 

 

by Prime Point Srinivasan, Publisher & Mg. Editor, PreSense 
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Cover Story II 

PreSense Lok Sabha Index 

Your eMagazine PreSense, in consultation with Parliamentarians and experts, has developed 

an Index to evaluate the performance of Lok Sabha under 10 parameters.  PreSense has 

also defined norms based on Parliamentary rules, practises, pasty averages and capacity.  

This will be known as ‘PreSense Lok Sabha Index’ and this Index will be used in future 

too. 
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Using this Index, PreSense analysed the performance of 14th, 15th and 16th Lok Sabha on 

the 10 parameters.  Based on the analysis, PreSense has observed as follows for the 

performance of 16th Lok Sabha. 

 

 Participation by Members in Debates, Private Members Bills and Questions are quite 

satisfactory. 

 Reports of the Departmentally Related Standing Committees are more than earlier 

sessions; 

 Productivity is good compared to 15th Lok Sabha, with less disruption. 

 Lapsed bills in 16th Lok Sabha are more compared to 14th Lok Sabha but less than in 

15th Lok Sabha. 

 Fewer number of bills were referred to DRSC for scrutiny. 

 
by Prime Point Srinivasan, Publisher & Mg. Editor, PreSense 

 

 

 

 

Sansad Ratna Awards is the  only Award given to outstanding 
Parliamentarians on behalf of Civil Society in India by PreSense 

www.sansadratna.in  
 

http://www.sansadratna.in/
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Nation 

Doordarshan to Celebrate 60th Birthday in 2019 

Doordarshan’s Inception & Journey  

 

Television (TV), a great home 

entertainer, made its entry in 

India, around 60 years ago, on 

15th September 1959 with an 

experimental transmission from 

Delhi. A make-shift studio, a low 

power transmitter and just 21 

community television sets, 

virtually changed the concept of 

entertainment and news coverage in the country, happening 

12 years after its independence.  

 

The State-owned All India Radio (AIR), a precursor to 

Doordarshan, provided it engineering and programme 

professionals to kick off a big revolution in broadcasting 

history in India. An hour-long daily transmission of news 

bulletin launched Doordarshan in the first major effort of expansion in 1965. In less than 

seven years, in 1972, television services were extended to the second city – Mumbai. There 

was further progress in quick succession so that within three years, ie. by 1975, television 

stations were set up in Calcutta, Chennai, Srinagar, Amritsar and Lucknow for transmission 

of Doordarshan.  

 

During 1975-76, the Satellite Instructional Television Experiment (SITE) brought television 

programmes through a borrowed satellite to 2400 villages in the most inaccessible areas.  

The television services were then de-linked from radio in 1976, and each unit of AIR and DD 

was placed under the management of two separate Director Generals in the capital. 

Doordarshan became an independent entity as a National Broadcaster.  

 

In 1982, just before the Asian Games were held in the country, Doordarshan switched from 

a Black & White broadcaster to colour transmission, ushering in a boom of colour TV 

manufacturers into the country. This was primarily due to the pioneering efforts of the then 

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and her trusted Information and Broadcasting Minister Vasant 

Sathe, who made it his lifetime zeal.  

 

Doordarshan soon became a Public Broadcast 

Terrestrial Television Channel, run by Prasar Bharati, 

a board formed by the Government of India. It is 

claimed to be one of the largest broadcasting 

organisations in the world in terms of the 

infrastructure of studios and transmitters. Prasar 

Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India), 

established on 23rd November, 1997 is India's 

national public broadcaster. It is a board, nominated 

by the Government of India. It comprises Doordarshan Television (DD) and All India Radio 

(AIR).  
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Following the demand for autonomy of the government-owned broadcaster in line with 

those in many other countries, the Parliament granted autonomy to Prasar Bharati in 1990, 

although its official enactment had to wait until 15th September, 1997.  

 

In 1995, Indian Television made history by agreeing to a US $1.5 million annual fee and 

50% of advertising revenue, when it exceeds US$1.5 million, to allow US-based CNN (Cable 

News Network) to broadcast twenty-four hours a day via an Indian satellite. 

 

Doordarshan’s Content of Entertainment Programmes   

 

The state-owned Doordarshan (DD) offers a bouquet of national, regional, and local services 

for its domestic viewers. The migration of Doordarshan from Black & White transmission to 

a colour one, kicked off with the live telecast of the Independence Day broadcast of the 

Prime Minister’s message on 15th August, 1982, followed by the Asian Games. The 1980s 

saw Doordarshan breaking new ground in entertainment with US-styled soap operas with 

serials as Hum Log (1984), Buniyaad (1986-87) and mythological dramas like Ramayana 

(1987-88) and Mahabharata (1988-89), catching the fancy of the Indian citizens.  Millions 

were glued to these programmes on Doordarshan. Other popular programmes such as a 

weekly telecast of Hindi film songs dubbed Chitrahaar and 

Rangoli followed by crime thrillers like Karamchand, 

Byomkesh Bakshi and Janki Jasoos changed the face of not 

only television, but also entertainment in Doordarshan’s 

programming history. All these serials had an underlying 

positive message, upholding tradition and moral values, and 

strengthening the fabric of Indian culture. From the mid-

1990s, the cable TV brought about a home entertainment 

revolution. 

 

In its chequered history, Doordarshan was the first to present 

engrossing family social dramas with Waghley Ki Duniya, Yeh 

Jo Hain Zindagi, Nukkad, Rajni, Shanti, and the list goes on. 

Aloke Nath and Kanwaljeet became big film stars after Buniyaad. Super Star Shahrukh Khan 

started his acting career humbly in Doordarshan, enacting a soldier’s role in the TV series 

Shahrukh Khan in Fauji (1988) 

Recording a programme 
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Fauji (1988). He went on to doing more roles on TV before embarking on a successful movie 

career with Bollywood. DD changed his life and fortunes.  

 

Today, more than 90% of the Indian population have access to 49 Doordarshan 

programmes through a network of nearly 1400 terrestrial transmitters. Over 46 

Doordarshan studios produce these programmes. Doordarshan operates 19 channels - two 

All India channels, 11 Regional Languages Satellite Channels (RLSC), 4 State Networks, an 

International Channel, a Sports Channel and two channels (DD-RS & DD-LS) for live 

broadcast of parliamentary proceeding, making it the biggest state-owned broadcaster in 

the world.  

 

On DD-1 national programmes, regional programmes and local programmes are carried on 

a time-sharing basis. The DD news channel was launched on 3rd November 2003, replacing 

the DD Metro Entertainment channel that provided a 24-hour news service. The Regional 

Languages Satellite Channels have two components viz. the Regional Service for the 

particular state, relayed by all terrestrial transmitters in the state, and additional 

programmes in the regional language on prime time and non-prime time, available only 

through cable operators.  

 

The sports channel is exclusively devoted to the broadcasting of sporting events of national 

and international importance. DD broke new ground 

by telecasting rural sports like kho-kho and kabaddi, 

which no private broadcaster dared to telecast for 

fear of not raking in enough revenue.  

 

With the advent of private TV networks, Doordarshan 

came under criticism for its alleged low-quality 

programmes and sometimes even poor quality 

telecast and presentation. Also, as DD was conceived 

as a ‘No-Profit-No-Loss’ organisation, unlike private 

channels, the state-owned broadcaster did not have 

and get the requisite push and motivation from its 

authorities for better programming.  

 

DD’s Challenges and Opportunities  

 

Doordarshan was then exposed to competition, struggling to compete with a network of 

privately-owned quality entertainment channels powered by commercials, and the latest 

technology. Doordarshan went on a war-footing to recover lost ground, but like most state-

owned entities, it soon became lacklustre in comparison to the glitz and glamour of its 

competitors from the private domain, viz Zee, Sony and Star Plus. 

 

However, in spite of all these challenges, Doordarshan still retains its position as the most 

trusted and unbiased broadcaster of news and clean entertainment. Viewers prefer to listen 

to DD News for authenticity in a world of news broadcasting, now rocked by fake news 

through the electronic media.  In this regard, one is reminded of AIR’s 9 o’clock news 

bulletin and its programme, Spotlight. Doordarshan retains the premier position with its 

credible news and views and analysis by experts, even as successive governments with 

different editorial policies come and go. 

 

DD has carved a distinct identity in sixty years, despite the changing face of TV 

broadcasting in India. DD hopes to achieve greater heights in its 60th foundation year.  

By T.N.Ashok, Consulting Editor 

Popular news readers of Doordarshan 
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Technology 

TikTok – the New Hype in Multimedia Apps 
 
What is TikTok? TikTok is a media app for creating and 

sharing short videos. It is gaining ever-increasing 

popularity especially in the Indian market. According to 

Wikipedia, it is owned by ByteDance, which is a 

Chinese internet technology company, and it was 

launched as Douyin in China in September 2016.  

ByteDance took just 200 days to develop this app. A 

year later, it was introduced in the overseas market as 

TikTok, and it got around 100 million users within a 

year.  It is now stated to be available in over 150 

nations in 75 languages.  It is also said to have 

surpassed Facebook, YouTube and Instagram in 

subscriptions, and have become the world’s most 

downloaded app in the iOS.  

 

How to Use?   

 

The TikTok app is downloadable from Play Store to the phone’s operating system such as 

Android or Apple iOS. After its installation, one can login, using the Facebook or Google user 

ID, or by creating a new and independent user ID. Thereafter, one gains access to a list of 

popular videos, to which one can upload one’s voiceover, or voice to sync with the video, or 

even add one’s own video to give the effect that they are part of the original video. TikTok 

must be appreciated as part of innovative technology.  Facebook is reportedly working on a 

similar app as TikTok, with comparable features, and standalone music and video sync 

capabilities like karaoke. 

 

What is the Flip Side?  

 

Technology users, especially the mobile app users, are flooded with memes. The WhatsApp 

is bombarded with memes – especially of celebrities, some of them in harmless tease, some 

in light humour and some others bordering on defamation, mud-slinging and character 

assassination of the celebrity. The police and the courts have to deliberate and discuss to 

determine whether the meme is a penal offence of character assassination or defamation, or 

just a harmless joke enjoyed as ‘freedom of expression in a public domain’.   

 

The memes that are created and posted are rated as successful or popular on the basis of 

the number of times they are re-tweeted, forwarded or shared, and the extent to which 

they have spread as viral in the internet. In the process, the celebrity or person whose 

picture or video is the subject of the meme, becomes popular or notorious, depending on 

the flavour of the meme. Some of the celebrities take them as offensive and resort to legal 

recourse, while many ignore them.  

 

What is the Solution? 

 

Faced with the serious threat that this app poses through its misuse, the Government of 

Tamil Nadu has decided to approach the Centre Government, seeking the ban of this app 

from the public domain.  But would this move be the ultimate solution?  While the right of 

the government seeking a ban on any app, or for that matter, any internet web page or 
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website or contents, is legible and legal, and we do appreciate its judicious use of such right 

with due restraint, we have to look at the practical implications of such an action. Blocking 

and banning may be an immediate remedy, but would it pay in the long run?  We are all 

aware that if a building site is demolished because it is an illegal construction erected in 

gross violation of local administrative guidelines, it takes at least a few months if not years 

for someone who, out of audacity, would want to construct a similar site in the same place.  

But in the case of a website, it takes barely a few minutes, not months or weeks, to set up 

an app with a slight modification in the name, but with similar objectionable contents and 

intention.   

 

What then is the solution?  It is not the severity of laws that serves as a deterrent to crime, 

but the certainty of punishment.  Governments have to work and act consistently and 

tirelessly, leaving no stones unturned, in its pursuit to regulate the internet and book 

offenders.  The internet is aptly called an ‘uncontrolled beast’.  Any attempt to control such 

beasts, floating in the virtual world as apps and malware, should be welcome by netizens 

and not be criticised as curtailment of the freedom of expression. After all, what is 

entertaining to one, could be offensive to another. Ultimately, it is the adherence to the 

fundamental rules of netiquette, and cooperation with the law, that could help curtail the 

misuse of TikTok and its memes. 

 

by V.Rajendran, Editor 

 
 

INVITATION 

Two-Hour Interactive Session on 
‘16th Lok Sabha at a Glance and Role of Civil 

Society in the General Elections’ 

Next Gen Political Leaders Forum (NGPL) 

(Fifth Initiative of eMagazine PreSense) 
 

In association with Prime Point Foundation, eMagazine PreSense, and Sansad Ratna Awards 

Committee, Dr MGR Janaki College of Arts and Science for Women is organising a two-hour 

interactive session on '16th Lok Sabha at a Glance and the Role of Civil Society in the 

General Elections'. 

 

Saturday, 2nd March 2019: 3.00 pm to 5.00 pm 

Venue:  Dr MGR Janaki College of Arts and Science for Women Chennai 

 

Programme: 

 

3 pm to 4 pm - 16th Lok Sabha at a glance – by Shri Prime Point Srinivasan 

Expert Panellists: 

Shri S K Kharvendhan, Ex MP (BJP) | Shri S S Ramasubbu, Ex MP (Congress) 

(Both are outstanding Parliamentarians of 14th and 15th Lok Sabha) 

 

4 pm to 5 pm 

Interactive Session with Shri N Gopalswamy, Former Chief Election Commissioner of India 

Moderator: Shri R Nurullah, Senior Journalist 

 

Sridhar Raj 

President 

M R Elangovan 

Secretary 

Priyadarshini 

Additional Secretary 
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